
GLASSWRITE VS EVS

Professional Grade, Guaranteed-to-Clean
Performance ready surfaces built to last and inspire



Why Choose Egan GlassWrite

GLASSWRITE

EganINK Compatible GreenGuard GoldNeoMagnet CompatibleInfinite Color Program

With a commitment to craftsmanship and innovation, Egan offers 
the finest range of Glass Markerboards, Mobiles, TableScreens and 
Presentation Cabinets.

1. Egan GlassWrite is built from a guaranteed-to-clean, crystal 
clear, low iron tempered safety glass. 

2. We understand the influence color can have when designing 
your space. Whether you are trying to coordinate colors or set 
a specific mood and tone in your space, Egan makes it possible 
to match nearly any color with the Infinite Color Program. Select 
from over a 1000 colors using the Egan Color Palette, or select 
from Pantone, RAL, or other industry standard fan deck.

3. With GlassWrite boards, Egan allows you to link boards to create 
a large glass expanse. With the industries tightest seam of a 1/8” 
gap, GlassWrite LINXX creates the impression of a continuous 
glass wall.



Why Choose Egan Versa Surface (EVS)

EVS is Egan’s proprietary whiteboard surface that is guaranteed-to-
clean, ideal for projection, and has a unique design flexibility. 

1. EVS is built to handle the toughest environments. Designed 
to be a resistant surface, EVS will never ghost and can remove 
stains, including Sharpie®. Egan guarantees EVS can be cleaned 
back to the original white for 10 year - the longest cleanability 
warranty in the industry.

2. Egan’s EVS has a low gloss and low glare matte surface, so that 
the board may be easily viewed at a 160° viewing angle. The 
matte surface allows your message to be seen clearly; from the 
front to the back room, and all angles in between.

3. EVS comes in a wide array of products including, Presentation 
Boards, Mobiles, TableScreens, Wallcovering and Presentation 
Cabinets and more. This lightweight film can be applied and 
cut to nearly any surface. EVS can be specified up to 400ft 
contentious length, so you can create a large seamless expanse. 
EVS is the best canvas for presenting your thoughts to the world.

EVS

Ideal for Projection EganINK Compatible Design Flexibility GreenGuard Gold


